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1. SJS discussed the Chris Harvey Scholarship which will be given this semester. A search for Linda Buettner’s position will begin this semester. The team will consist of Nancy Gladwell (Chair), Leandra Bedini, Charlsena Stone, Kimberly Miller, and Tom Martinek from Kinesiology. The amount of salary is to be determined but probably will be $65 or $70K. Faculty will discuss at a later time whether to search for an Associate or Assistant Professor.

2. UNCG’s community engagement website is now available for us. Kim Miller met with the website developer and stated that the system has profiles and info for students, faculty, and agencies. Any profile that includes a picture has a greater chance of being featured on the “featured” section of the homepage. University Relations on campus also looks for stories. HHS faculty assembly meeting will be covering this topic.

3. Guest: Holly Grabowski discussed the Starfish system. This system now replaces the unsats report. By flagging certain students, an email is sent to the Dean of Students. FERPA laws are in place to protect faculty that flag students.

4. Leandra Bedini discussed the UGRO/CTR Clubs. She wants to come up with broad goals for the clubs such as: professional development, service to the community, branding the club, and collective identity.

5. Oct 1st is the deadline for the Pacesetter award. Faculty will choose a LSM/CR alum.
6. CYSD and its merger with CTR was discussed. Pam Brown will assist CTR by looking at curriculum, learning outcomes, etc. with Nancy Gladwell.